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Ancestry

a wonderful resource…. 
and

a huge sprawling mess.



Like Gaul, Ancestry is divided 
into three parts:

DNA FAMILY TREES RECORDS



Read the Directions!

Fielded vs. 
full text search

Exactly which 
records are covered

Indexes
vs. extracted

vs. transcribed

vs. original/scanned
vs. submitted



Be flexible!



When searching:

The more information 
you provide, 
the fewer results 
you will get.



Types of records

Submitted

Indexed

Extracted

Transcribed

Digitized

Original



Types of records

Submitted

Indexed

Extracted

Transcribed

Digitized

Original



What are 
you 
doing?

Collecting

Searching

Researching



FRISOLI FAMILY



Frisoli family: 1940



FRISOLI
FAMILY

1930



FRISOLI FAMILY
1930



FRISOLI FAMILY

There is no family history of anyone changing 

from Frisoli to Vesalo to Fresoli, so that's why 

I'm thinking it's someone else. 

So wow, yes, this would finally explain why I never 

found their 1930 census - I am very confused now! 

Why would they change their last name like that...?



FRISOLI FAMILY
1930



FRISOLI FAMILY
1920



FRISOLI FAMILY
1920



FRISOLI FAMILY
1920



Callaghan family
•Thomas Callaghan b. about 1815 in Ireland
Mary <McGhie> Callaghan b. 1817 in Ireland
Children living in 1851: not known

•Married in 1840s in Dundee

•Living in Edinburgh in 1855







Searching 
By Place



Ancestry by place

•Card catalog

•Browsing the collection



CARD 
CATALOG



BROWSING 
THE 

COLLECTION



Silber family, query 1
• This is from my g-grandparents immigration ship manifest (Port of 

Baltimore, 1905) They then moved to New York. Can anyone help me 
read what this says and if you have any lead ideas of how to locate the 
person, again in 1905 New York I would be grateful!



Silber family, query 1



Silber family, query 2

• Need ideas... I am searching for more information on Joseph and Lena 
Silber. In the 1905 NY census they are living at 404 Madison Street. They 
have 5 daughters, Sarha, Fannie, Rose, Sellia, and Freda. Joseph's 
father, Abram Silber is also listed as living with them. I was able to find 
Abram Silber's immigration (Feb 24, 1904, on the SS Zeeland) But he lists 
Joseph as his contact. I have not been able to find anything else on this 
family No death of Abram, no additional census listings, no marriages of 
the daughters on Italiangen.... Abram lists Czestochowa on his immigration 
but I also tried JRI and can't find anything even close for any of the above 
names....Does anyone have any ideas of ways to find out what happened to 
this family?



Silber 
family, 
query 2



Silber 
family, 
query 2



Silber family, query 2



Silber family, query 2


